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A major problem in harbor development and especially in maintenance is the prevention of marine borers from seriously shortening the life of wood piling. These voracious wood-boring organisms attack and destroy millions of dollars worth of wood piling annually. The seriousness of the problem varies in different parts of the world and in different harbors, depending on the salinity of the water.

Treatment with creosote and other coal-tar solutions has long been considered the most effective means of marine borer protection. Even this type of treatment has not been fully effective. Consequently, research continues in the attempt to solve this costly problem.

ASTM Committee D-7 on Wood, in recognition of the problem, has sponsored this symposium on the subject of wood and treatments of wood for marine use. The volume is well illustrated and contains numerous references.

A.L. Batik

Zurich, February 1961
Edition 200 copies
If there was not the intriguing similarity of linters and pulp particles, your interpretation of their identity with warts would certainly be an excellent working hypothesis.

"To conclude, I should like to ask why you call your particles "gels". According to our terminology "gel" means a submicroscopically disperse system consisting of some reticular solid phase imbied by some liquid. The solid part may consist of globular particles, as in your case; but, to my mind, the particles themselves cannot be called "gels", although they may have gel properties such as swelling."

A. Frey-Wyssling
Secretary Treasurer

BOTANICAL REVIEW

The Organisation of the Hydrosystem in the Stemwood of Trees and Shrubs
by Dr. Helmut J. Braun, Lecturer at the Institute of Forest Botany, University of Freiburg/Breisgau, Germany.

Introduction
Stemwood has very often been examined from cytological and histological points of view. In spite of this, the overall picture of the wood has remained somewhat unclear. This was above all due to the fact that the problem of the combination of the individual tissues in the wood and their correlation with each other has been considered insufficiently. Therefore, we have at first analysed the individual tissues in the wood of numerous trees and shrubs of the cool-temperate, mediterranean, subtropical and tropical climate zones.

B. Structure types
In order to explain the tissue combinations, which are essential in the specification of histological structure types, we will first give an account of the most important characteristics of the individual tissues.

I. Tracheid tissue. The tracheid tissue consists of tracheids or fibre-tracheids. As a rule, these cells carry bordered pits on their radial and tangential walls. In the tangential cell walls, bordered pits are also mostly found throughout the annual ring boundary so that the tracheid tissues of subsequent annual rings are here connected by bordered pits. The tracheid tissues thus bridge the annual ring boundaries.

II. Wood fibre tissue. The wood fibre tissue consists of dead or living wood fibres. The living wood fibres differ substantially from the dead in that they retain the protoplasm and the nucleus in the process of differentiation, and normally store much starch and fat. The dead and the living wood fibres have, as a rule, a few linear, simple pits on the radial walls only. On the tangential walls there are usually no pits at all. The wood fibre tissues, therefore, have no pit communication with each other at the annual ring boundary, i.e. they are restricted to the individual annual rings.

Because of their fibrous structure, tracheid and wood fibre tissues may be regarded as "fibriform tissues". As a rule, these fibriform tissues represent the ground tissue of the wood.

III. Net system of vessels. In an earlier paper (H.J.BRAUN: Das Vernetzung der Gefäße bei Populuz, Zeitschrift für Botanik 47 (1959), 421-434), it could be shown that the vessels of the populus interface to form a network which stretches over the annual ring in the radial and tangential direction. Our further examinations showed that these vessels form a network in almost all trees. In this connection we will not consider how the nets of vessels are individually shaped, but are interested in how the nets of vessels behave at the annual ring boundaries. There are two possibilities:

In many trees no vessels approach from the late wood to the annual ring boundaries; in these cases the nets of vessels are restricted to the individual annual rings. In numerous other species of trees, however, the nets of vessels of the individual annual rings connect directly at the annual ring boundaries. This is due to the fact that individual vessels of late wood approach close to the annual ring boundaries and unite, in certain stretches, with the early wood vessels by forming common cell walls with numerous bordered pits. Thus a complex network of vessels originates, which bridges the annual ring boundaries.

IV. Paratracheal parenchyma and the paratracheal sheaths of parenchyma.
As to the strand parenchyma running in the axial direction, we are interested only in the paratracheal parenchyma, which lies immediately adjacent to the vessels. In many species of trees, the vessels are only accompanied by single parenchyma strands so that these vessels are directly embedded in the fibriform ground tissue. In other species, however, the vessels are surrounded by paratracheal sheaths of parenchyma which insulate the vessels from the fibriform ground tissue. The vessels may be embraced completely by the sheaths of parenchyma; these are the so-called "complete sheaths". It is also possible, however, that the sheaths of parenchyma embrace the vessels only in part. These paratracheal, parenchymatous "incomplete sheaths" are mostly situated on the outer sides of the vessels.

B. Structure types
If we consider the wood of trees and shrubs with regard to the above mentioned important characteristics of the individual tissues, we can see that certain forms of these tissues are combined differently with each other, but always in a characteristic manner. To begin with, let us consider only two examples:
vessels are numerous bordered pits companies the vessels only at the annual ring boundaries, the network of vessels is restricted to the individual annual rings. Bridging between the nets of the vessels belonging to the annual ring boundaries is effected by the tracheid ground tissue.

b) As a second example Fraxinus excelsior L. may be mentioned, where we find the exact contrary of the first example. Here the ground tissue of the vessels only at the annual rings touch one another, as the vessels are enveloped by paratracheal sheaths of parenchyma. Here the vessels are separated from each other, as normally the tangential walls of the wood fibres are entirely without pits. Instead of this, the vessels are late and early wood touch each other at the annual ring boundaries, so that there is now a complex network of vessels which extends over the annual ring boundaries.

The tissues, however, do not only form these two diametral types of tissue combination. If we consider the wood of trees and shrubs in this respect, we even find 12 further possibilities of combination, so that a total of 14 combinations can be recognized. The most important other wood anatomical combination types can be recognized.

We begin with functional type I., as this type is represented by the Gymnosperm structure type only, that means it contains the Gymnosperms and trees of the order of the Winterales, which are, from the phylogenetic point of view, very primitive. The ground tissue of this functional type, which is still without any vessels, consists of tracheids which have bordered pits on the radial and also on the tangential walls. At the annual ring boundaries the tracheid ground tissues are in contact with one another through the tangential wall bordered pits. Thus the water in this tracheid ground tissue can be conducted in the axial, tangential and radial directions, in the latter case even beyond the annual ring boundaries. Except for water conduction and water storage, this tracheid ground tissue serves as a means of stabilization.

Functional type I and primitive Gymnosperma structure type together form the first organization stage (tracheid stage) of the hydrosystem.

Characteristics of structural type II, to which the primitive Angiosperm and the Castanea structure types belong, is the fact that here, too, tracheidal ground tissues are in contact, which go beyond the annual ring boundaries. These ground tissues serve for water conduction and water storage. However, water-conducting vessels are embedded in these tracheidal ground tissues; vessels which are in direct strong contact of the bordered pits with the tracheids, or fibre tracheids respectively, and the connection of which make up networks of vessels. The vessel nets, however, are restricted to the single annual rings, as they do not touch at the annual rings. Thus water conduction in the axial, tangential and radial directions within the individual annual rings takes place in the 2nd organization stage of the hydrosystem in the tracheid ground tissue and in the vessels (tracheid vessel stage). However, the water can pass over the annual ring boundaries via the tracheid ground as in the 1st organization stage.

In the 2nd functional type, to which the Hedera, Rhamnus, Quercus, Ulmus and Juglas structure types belong, there also exist, besides the tracheids (or fibre-tracheids respectively) and vessels, living and, above all, dead wood fibres. These wood fibres form complexes forming part of the ground tissue. All the vessels are positioned in the tracheid complex. As regards water conduction, much the same is true of the tracheid vessel areas, as in organization stage II, although vessels cannot be considered that, in the filled tracheal vessel stage, the Hydeosystem, the vessels can connect directly at the annual ring boundaries besides the tracheid complex of the ground tissues. The wood fibres complexes are characterized by the presence of tracheids and vessels within the annual rings and at the annual ring boundaries. They have no part in water conduction, and have thus nothing to do with the hydrosystem. These wood fibres are filled with air (limited tracheid vessel stage) if they are not living and storing starch (Hedera structure type).

C. Organization of the hydrosystem

Following the histological examinations we investigated to what extent water was conducted and stored in the vessels and fibroin ground tissues of tracheids, fibre tracheids and wood fibres. These experiments were performed by means of radioactive phosphorus, fluorochromes, especially bariumphosphate, and normal colours. At this point we are interested only in the hydrophysiological behaviour of the outward year rings, the functions of which are well known. We wish to recognize that the individual structure types can be fixed in 5 functional types. These hydrophysiological functional types show the characteristics which were significant of the structure types. Therefore we are going to deal with the function, as well as the structure types, in greater detail now; and develop the organization of the hydrosystem of trees and shrubs out of the 5 functional types and the 14 structure types (cf. illustration).
In the next, IVth-functional type with Vaccinium, Aesculus and Aucoumea structure type, the tracheids have to a great extent and often completely disappeared from the ground tissue which now consists of living or dead wood fibres. In this IVth-organization stage of the hydrosystem, therefore, the vessels are found right in the wood fibre tissues - in contradistinction of the IIIrd-organization stage. Vessels and wood fibres often touch directly and simple pits can be found on the common walls. Thus the water from the vessels can pass into the wood fibre ground tissue, especially in the Aesculus structure type. The wood fibre ground tissue of this IVth-organization stage performs, however, no water conduction function any more, as the pits between the wood fibres are linear and simple, and moreover, as there are usually no pits whatsoever on the tangential walls, so that the wood fibre ground tissues are no longer connected with other tissues or vessels at the annual ring boundaries. Wood fibre ground tissue, in this organization stage, can therefore only serve for water storage. Water conduction over long distances must now be performed by the vessels only, which now unite to form proper networks at the growth ring boundaries so that the water can be conducted over the growth ring boundaries in these networks (vessel wood fibre stage).

In the Vth-and last functional type, to which the Acer, Fraxinus and Albizzia structure types belong, the ground tissue consists of dead wood fibres. However, the vessels in this Vth-organization stage of the hydrosystem are isolated entirely from the ground tissue wood fibres by paratracheal sheaths of living wood fibres (Acer structure type) or parenchyma cells (Fraxinus and Albizzia structure type). Thus water can be conducted only in those vessels whose network stretches beyond the growth ring boundaries. The dead wood fibre ground tissue serves only as a means of stabilization and is filled with air; the many intercellular, ducts which are now often formed between the wood fibres (vessel stage), also point at this fact.

If we consider the various organization stages of the hydrosystem as a whole, we notice a diverging histological differentiation of the wood structure, which leads from the tracheids (that exist alone in the beginning) through several stages to the formation of wood fibres and vessels. By this histological differentiation, a split of physiological activity is conditioned. In the beginning, the tracheids in the hydrosystem of the Ist organization stage still serve for water conduction as well as stabilization. Functional changes take place more and more during the subsequent IInd, IIIrd, and IVth organization stages. Finally, in the Vth organization stage, there are paratracheal sheaths of living cells, and water conduction is therefore effected by the vessels only whilst the wood fibre ground tissues serve only as a means of stabilization. The wood fibres have taken over another function: they are now filled with air and are the basis of a "pneumatic system".

Explanation of Illustration

- vessels and vessel groups respectively
- tracheids and fibre-tracheids
- dead wood fibres
- living wood fibres
- paratracheal sheaths of parenchyma and terminal layers of parenchyma

The metatracheal parenchyma is not shown.

"I. Stufe" to "V. Stufe" = 1st to 5th organization stages
"Vaccinium-, Acer-, Fraxinus-, Albizzia-Reihe" = Vaccinium, Acer, Fraxinus, and Albizzia organization series
"Gefäßdurchbruch" = simple perforation of vessel end walls
"Leiterformiger" = scalariform

The original work includes besides numerous other pictures, individual examples of the structure and functional types.
After determination of the organization stages by means of the five functional types, we can further develop the organization of the hydrosystem by means of the various structure types. Besides the 5 organization stages in this system, the Vaccinium, Acer, Fraxinus and Albizzia organization series can be found. We can develop these series in greater detail; here, however, their characteristics may be mentioned briefly. The Vaccinium series begins in the IIInd organization stage with the Hedera structure type, which can be derived from the Gymnosperm structure type and ends with the Vaccinium structure type in the IVth organization stage. Typical of this series are microporous vessels (usually of less than 100 μ width), widely distributed, and living wood fibres. The Acer series begins in the IIInd organization stage with the primitive Angiospermae structure type, which follows directly upon the Gymnosperm structure type and, via the Rhamnus and Aesculus structure type, leads to the Acer type in the IVth organization stage as the end type of this series. In this series, the wood vessels are micro-porous and widely diffused; the wood fibres of the ground tissue, however, are mostly dead. It is also very important that the dead wood fibres are separated from the vessels more and more by the reduction of pits; and that, finally, in the Acer structure type complete sheaths of living wood fibres isolate the vessels from the dead wood fibres of the ground tissue. The Fraxinus series begins in the IIInd organization stage with the Castanea structure type, which can be branched off from the primitive Angiospermae structure type, and leads from Quercus and Ulmus structure type to the Fraxinus structure type in the Vth organization stage. The Albizzia series also ends in this stage with the Albizzia structure type, to which also the Heuchera and the Juglans structure types belong; this series begins with the Juglans structure type, which can be branched off from the Castanea structure type of the Fraxinus series. The Fraxinus organization series contains cyclopore species only; their early wood vessels have a width of more than 100 μ, thus being much wider than the late wood vessels whose diameter is less than 100 μ. The species belonging to the Albizzia organization series have mainly vessels that are over 100 μ wide (megapore) and diffuse. The main difference, however, between the Fraxinus and Albizzia organization series on the one hand and the other organisation series on the other, is found in the fact that the vessels are here enveloped by parenchyma sheaths. These sheaths of parenchyma are incomplete in the lower structure types of these two series; however, they are mostly complete in the end structure types. It is important that these vessels particularly are wrapped in sheaths of parenchyma which are more than 100 μ wide so that, in the cyclopore Fraxinus organization series, especially the early wood vessels are more and more enveloped by parenchyma sheaths.

We have so far briefly outlined the organization of the hydrosystem as it appears to us after our investigations. To conclude, a word about the perforation of the end walls of the vessels in the various structure types: below and on the left-hand side of the broken line in the illustration the end walls of the vessels are perforated scalariform and simply, and on the right-hand side of this line there appears only simple perforation of the end walls of the vessels.

D. The hydrosystem under different aspects

Aspect of ecology and geography of plants: The Vaccinium and Acer organization series comprise mainly species of the cool-temperate climate zone, also many evergreen Mediterranean species with xeromorphic structure characteristics. In the Fraxinus series, there are almost only trees of the Mediterranean transition zone, or their Central European representatives of the mixed oak forest, that need warmth and put forth late. The Juglans species (Juglans structure type), also needing warmth, opens the Albizzia series, which is represented by subtropical and tropical species. Further important details can be learnt from the original work.
This Bulletin has been produced primarily for the benefit of the trained wood anatomist with facilities for preparing thin sections of timber for examination under a microscope. The anatomical features used in the identification of hardwoods are defined clearly and concisely and illustrated by means of more than 80 photomicrographs of wood structure. The features characterising the 380 commercial timbers included in the key (representing some 800 botanical species) are set out in a form suitable for recording on a special type of perforated card. Some of the descriptions are amplified by supplementary notes and references to published work. Identification involves the sorting of the pack of prepared cards according to the features observed in the sample under examination.

To prepare the complete key, nearly 900 cards are necessary, as many of the timbers require more than one card. Some users may wish to confine their interest to the timbers of a restricted group, for example the timbers of a particular industry or from any part of the world, and in such cases relatively few cards need be prepared. The cards are obtainable from H.M. Stationery Office, price 3d. each or 21/- per 100 - larger quantities are available at bulk prices.

1960 SUPPLEMENTS TO BOOK OF ASTM STANDARDS

Heavy Paper Covers; 10 parts; $ 4.00 per part; $ 40.00 per set; available at: American Society for Testing Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.


The 1960 Supplement to Part 6 of the 1958 Book of ASTM Standards contains the revised standards and the new and revised tentatives in its material fields accepted since the appearance of the 1959 Supplement to the 1958 Book of ASTM Standards.

Interesting revisions have especially been made in the test methods on fibre and particle panel materials, material fasteners, wood preservatives and cellulose products.

The regularly published supplements, which continuously adjust keep standards and test methods of the American Society for Testing Materials to the latest results of research, are a great help to all institutions working on wood and wood products.

Edition 250 copies